ECA Officers

ECA Board Members

Paul Shipley
President
704 651 5897
Kenmore Avenue
paul.d.shipley@gmail.com

West Bryant
Communications Chair
704 898 5044
East Fifth Street
west.bryant@gmail.com

Rusty Gibbs
Vice President
704 345 8209
Pecan Avenue
rusty@thenicholscompany.com

Paul Freeman
Beautification & Trees
908 272 6465
East Fifth Street
paul@
freemanlandscapearchitecture.com

Diana Watson
Secretary
704 996 9776
Kenmore Avenue
diana.watson3@gmail.com
Kelly Jaworski
Treasurer
828 446 0243
Clarice Avenue
kellyruthanne92@gmail.com

The ECA Newsletter
The ECA newsletter is published
quarterly (March, June, September
and December) and delivered
to homes and businesses in
the Elizabeth neighborhood of
Charlotte. The production team:
John McBride
editor
Rob Hall
advertising czar
Susan Green
editorial assistant and proofreader
Little Shiva designer
Sir Speedy printer
A. Carter Arey
and Raj Natarajan
distribution czars
Story or photo idea?
Email john.f.mcb@gmail.com.
Want to buy an ad?
Email rob@pridemoremail.com.
ECA BOARD MEETINGS

When and where?
6:30 p.m. on the first Thursday
of every month at Studio K Gallery,
E. 7th
St. – all are
welcome.
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Max Gilland
Social Chair
704 458 9684
East Fifth Street
maxgilland@gmail.com
Beth Haenni
Zoning & Real Estate
704 562 5152
Greenway Avenue
beth.haenni@gmail.com

On the cover
Observant residents of Elizabeth
may have noticed over the years this
obelisk near Martha Washington
Homes and, perhaps, paid it no
mind. Our cover photograph, taken
by Kris Solow, shows the obelisk in
happier times, before being knocked
down and at least temporarily cast
aside for the construction of Pulte
Homes’ Elizabeth Glen. See an open
letter to the obelisk written by its
rescuers on page seven of this
issue. For now, the obelisk is propped
up on 5th Street awaiting… What?
What should be done with the
Martha Washington obelisk? Send
your thoughts to: newsletter@
elizabethcommunity.com.

contributors

Laina Kafiti
Home Tour
216 577 7232
East Fifth Street
lkafiti@cchrealtors.com
Salim Kafiti
Membership
216 346 3598
East Fifth Street
skafiti@gmail.com
Kathy Kennedy-Miller
Historian
704 614 1314
Clement Avenue
kathykennedymiller77@gmail.com
John F. McBride
Newsletter
980 254 7367
East Eighth Street
john.f.mcb@gmail.com
Claire M. Short
Children’s Social
813 326 3223
Greenway Avenue
claire.m.short@gmail.com
Robert Zabel
Elizabeth 8K
Road Race Chair
917 873 8028
Pecan Avenue
nycrcz@yahoo.com

On the back cover
Owls, like this one perched on an
East 5th Street cable captured by
photographer Ken Magas, are
among the urban wildlife that call
Elizabeth home – even as our tree
canopy ages. Another old tree was
recently taken down on Lamar
(above). Read the article on page 16
to find out what you can do to help
restore our tree canopy.
Tree photo by Byron Baldwin,
rabbit photo by John McBride.

Byron Baldwin
Lamar Avenue
bbaldwin2@
carolina.rr.com

Hardin Minor
Clement Avenue
hardinminor@att.net

West Bryant
East Fifth Street
west.bryant@
gmail.com

Kay Minor
East Eighth Street
gardenbelle@
icloud.com

Larken Egleston
Plaza Midwood
larken.egleston@
charlottenc.gov

Paul Shipley
Kenmore Avenue
paul.d.shipley@
gmail.com

Beth Haenni
Greenway Avenue
beth.haenni@
gmail.com

John Short
East Fifth Street
jwesleyshort@
gmail.com

Laina Kafiti
East Fifth Street
lkafiti@
cottinghamchalk.com

Kris Solow
East Fifth Street
kjsolow@gmail.com

Ken Magas
East Fifth Street
ken@kenmagas.com

Ric Solow
East Fifth Street
ric@
solowdesigngroup.com
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As you are aware, the Elizabeth
Community Association has been
extremely busy on several fronts
this year. Just a sampling of the
many efforts we have taken on
are mentioned in this column,
but please look for additional
information in this edition of our
newsletter, and via community
emails going forward.
Real estate: The ECA
continues to actively help
shepherd our neighborhood
through the many development
challenges that surround us.
As many of you have seen and
heard by now, the ECA filed
a lawsuit seeking to enforce
deed restrictions on the Martha
Washington property.

There has certainly been a
lot of publicity on this lawsuit,
and we hope to work with the
developer on a revised plan
that will address our concerns.
We are hopeful that a more
thoughtful and intentional
development will be the result.
Please look elsewhere in this
issue for Beth Haenni’s article on
this and other real estate issues
that are before us.
Elizabeth residents have a long
history of working to protect,
preserve and improve our
neighborhood dating back to the
1970s. A number of residents
4
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of the many ECA social events,
please make a point to thank
them. We are all better off having
them as our neighbors.

offers a few more details on
Memorial Stadium.
Website: There will be a
new look in the neighborhood
this fall! (And, how do those
new Elizabeth Community
Association emails look these
days?) Be on the lookout for
a newly redesigned Elizabeth
Community website with a
number of more user friendly
features to make connecting with
your community easier than ever.
We hope to have something to
show you by the annual meeting.
Meantime, see communications
chair West Bryant’s update
elsewhere in this issue.

From the zoning chair:
Updates on Martha
Washington, Faison and
Caldwell Rose
by Beth Haenni

declaration that it violates the
front and side setback and lot
subdivision requirements in
our deeds.

While we felt it necessary
to file suit in light of the fast
Martha Washington/
pace of construction, we are
Elizabeth Glen: After careful
continuing to negotiate with
consideration and review of
Pulte in the hope of reaching
our legal options, and in light
an agreement on modifications
of the feedback and concerns
to the project which would
expressed by the residents who be more in keeping with our
attended the meeting on July
neighborhood and reduce some
10 at St. John’s, the ECA elected of the impact on our residents.
to proceed with filing suit
At publication time for this
against Pulte Home Company,
newsletter, Pulte’s official reLLC on July 26.
sponse has been, “At this time,
we are working to address the
The suit seeks to enforce
Pumpkin Wall:
concerns brought forward by
the 1938 deed restrictions
Few neighborhoods embrace
the Elizabeth Community Asin our neighborhood and to
Halloween as warmly as
sociation. We are optimistic that
preserve the neighborhood
Elizabeth. The ECA will once
we will be able to reach a mutucharacter. Specifically, the
again be sponsoring the Great
ally beneficial agreement soon.
suit seeks an injunction
Elizabeth Pumpkin Wall this year. stopping construction of the
Our top priority is to continue
Look for John Short’s report on
to make a positive impact in the
124 townhome development
this annual event on page 10.
communities where we build.”
proposed by Pulte and a

Call for nominations:

The Board of Directors of the
from that time still reside here.
ECA formally requests a call for
I had a conversation with a longnominations for the ECA Board
time Elizabeth resident a few
of Directors for the upcoming
years ago about what it meant to
2018-2019 term. The commube an Elizabethan. He said it is
nity will vote on the board at our
hard work. It’s hard work to carve
upcoming annual September
out time from our increasingly
meeting (look for an ECA email
busy lives – family, friends, jobs,
with the date and time).
other commitments – to make
We have been fortunate over
room for your neighborhood. We
the past two or three years to add
too often take for granted that
several new faces to our board,
“someone will deal with it.”
all of whom bring a passion for
I am here to say no group
serving Elizabeth and specific
of leaders in our community
expertise to their roles on the
epitomizes the dedication and
board. The core of our board
hard work it takes to be an
is one the strongest we have
Elizabethan more than your real had in many years, and we are
estate and zoning committee.
seeking to add a few additional
Operating largely under the
members. An email with all the
radar, this group regularly toils
details – board and committee
over archaic title searches,
openings, and executive officers
deeds of trust, reviewing plans
and committee chair job
and scheduling meetings with
descriptions, will be forthcoming.
developers or city and county
Please contact any board
officials in order to help ensure
member if you would like to learn
Elizabeth continues to be a
more. We can use the help.
neighborhood that all continue
Independence Park:
to say, “Yes, this is why we wanted
Change
is coming to
to live in Elizabeth.”
Independence Park and
The committee is currently
Memorial Stadium, as the
made up of four of your
city and county plan for and
neighbors: Melanie Sizemore,
implement enhancements
Beth Haenni, Sarah Crowder and and renovations. We will have
Sal Kafiti (a number of others
more on these projects as they
assist on specific issues and
progress. Elsewhere in this
projects). If you see them in the
issue City Council District 1
neighborhood, perhaps at one
representative Larken Egleston

photo: John McBride

From the president:
Development issues,
volunteers needed and
build that pumpkin wall
by Paul Shipley

A 300-foot building and a 240-room hotel are planned for this block of 4th Street at Baldwin Avenue.
THE PEOPLE PAGES
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Pulte has 30 days to respond
to the lawsuit filing, and we will
keep the neighborhood posted
on new information.
Faison development:

Faison’s construction project at
Caswell and East 7th continues
to be on hold. We have
requested that Faison meet
with the neighborhood once
they have established a plan
and pricing that allows them to
move forward.

From the communications
chair: Updates to ECA
digital communications,
e-commerce
by West Bryant

Since joining the ECA
board earlier this year, one of
my top priorities has been to
implement updates to the digital
communication and e-commerce
tools the ECA uses. The roster
of ECA communications
channels is surprisingly vast
Faison may hold the
for an organization run by
property until conditions in the volunteers!While our existing
construction market improve,
tools were functional, we were
or they may consider selling
due for a refresh in order to
the property to another buyer
add new capabilities. In our
(in which case the conditional
modernization, we set some high
rezoning would go along
level goals to both solve existing
with the sale), or Faison may
issues and prepare for the future
consider another rezoning. If
needs of Elizabeth.
the property were to be rezoned
again the neighborhood would
be part of the process as well.

The first major goal was to
maintain and enhance the security of our communications and
e-commerce tools. This protects
the privacy and data of both
Elizabeth friends and neighbors
as well as the ECA itself.

THE PEOPLE PAGES

Dear Obelisk,

The second major goal was to
build a platform that provided
significantly more professionalgrade features, but was still easy
and adaptable for the needs of
residents and volunteers.
The platform needed to require
minimal expertise to allow
volunteers to get things done
without significant technical
assistance. It is 2018 and there
are lots of great intuitive tools
available.

When neighbor Kris Solow called me about you, I admit to rolling my eyeballs a little.
A what? An obelisk? Like the Washington Monument? Where? On the corner of Kenmore
and Dotger? When? Marked 1940? How come I never noticed you?
After all, here we are negotiating big-ticket items with your new owner Pulte.
Things like more open green space and decreased density in your old Martha Washington digs.
Moreover, we had just put your new owner on notice about a pending lawsuit regarding deed
restrictions. Filing a lawsuit typically does not provoke favors about saving obelisks.
How would the ECA have time to deal with you, a wee little guy, three feet tall,
inconspicuous, haggard, chillin’ out under the majestic oaks on the corner? Not to mention
the scary, full-throttle work zone with giant earthmoving equipment rolling at what seems
like lightning speed to get these townhouses built?
Nonetheless Obelisk, you persisted in our minds. Once we heard from Pulte that you were
a mere skeleton in the warpath, my son Austin and I rode our bikes to Rubble Mountain on
Emerson Avenue to begin the search and rescue.
Within the hour, we had spotted your tell-tale point peaking out from under tons of tarblack asphalt slabs. Within the day, my Spanish major from Chapel Hill had earned its keep:
begging the workers to “ayudame con el estatuo” -- help me with the statue -- not having
studied rare geometric shapes in Spanish vocabulary class.
Within the week, you were pulled from the rubble to safety and hacksawed loose from your
rebar base by ECA president Paul Shipley. It turns out you have made many friends standing
on that corner in Elizabeth for 58 years. I hope you are happy now that you are free.
Maybe you will find a new home in our midst sometime soon.

Lastly, the platform needed
to be able to address the current

photo: Beth Haenni

Caldwell Rose: Despite
vehement opposition by Cherry,
Elizabeth and Myers Park neighborhood associations, Charlotte
City Council overwhelmingly
approved this project between
3rd and 4th streets at Baldwin
Avenue. The project includes
plans for a 300-foot tall office
building containing more than
500,000 square-feet of office
space and 16,800 square-feet
of retail space. Also included on
the site plans are a parking garage and a 240-room hotel. The
developer has stated that they
will not start construction until a
lead tenant is secured.
6

Open letter to our friend the Martha Washington Obelisk

Austin Haenni spied the obelisk in a mound of rubble.

Sincerely,
The Haenni Family and your many Elizabeth friends

THE PEOPLE PAGES
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needs of the ECA, while provid- or comments don’t hesitate to
contact me at communications@
ing the scale and flexibility to
meet the future digital commu- elizabethcommunity.com!
nication and e-commerce needs.
Home and garden
After much research and
tour makes its return
talking to others who had
this October
expertise and experience, we
by Laina Kafiti
built a plan and we are already
implementing the improvements.
The Elizabeth Community
Association
is thrilled to
You may have noticed that
announce the return of the
the ECA email notification list
Elizabeth Home and Garden
has shifted to a professional
tool with the ability to schedule Tour! This will be the first home
tour in our neighborhood since
communications for events,
2014. The event will be Oct. 19
meetings and other important
information for the community. from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. and Oct. 20
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
We have also already
Six homes, two residential
implemented our new
gardens
and the gardens at both
e-commerce platform, which
St.
Martin’s
Episcopal Church
allows for the ECA to securely
and
Charlotte
Council of Garden
accept credit cards online and
Clubs
will
be
featured
at this
in person. The e-commerce
beloved
event.
capabilities have already come
in handy to support the home
We are proud to support
and garden tour committee’s
Children’s Home Society
activities as they prepare for
of North Carolina as our
the big event in October.
philanthropic partner. Their
Additionally, the e-commerce
regional office is located in the
capabilities will provide a
heart of our community on East
convenient way for residents
7th Street at Ridgeway Avenue.
to join the ECA or renew their
Check out www.chsnc.org to
membership for the 2019
learn all about their mission for
calendar year and beyond.
helping children and families.

current location on Oakland Ave.
and renovated for modern family
living. Don’t miss the peaceful
back yard, perfect for relaxing
after a hectic work day.

You will also see a significant
revamp of our website this
fall, with specific emphasis on
keeping the information fresh.

—Greg Godley and Kai Griffin,
701 Clement Ave.

The best part about these
improvements is that it is also
meant to be extremely easy for
Elizabeth residents. All that
said, if you have any questions
8
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This year’s lineup is sure
to delight all home design
fanatics as there will be a mix
of older, renovated homes, new
construction and beautiful
outdoor spaces. Here is a sneak
peek at what you will see:

—A “catified” bungalow with
classic details throughout
and intentional designs for
stimulating the family’s pets. The
“catio” allows for safe movement
from the basement to outdoors
for playtime.
—A local musician’s outdoor
concert space right in her own
back yard complete with stage
and a gorgeous stone fireplace
to warm friends on chilly fall
evenings. Join us here at the end
of the tour on Oct. 20 from 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. for a musical treat!
Each of the homes and
gardens on the tour are unique
and inspiring. We are so grateful
to the following homeowners
for opening their doors to the
community:

A pair of Elizabeth Fourth of July
traditions resumed this year. For
the first time in five years, fireworks
returned to Elizabeth. The free
show, held on July 3, was sponsored
by the city of Charlotte and
served to kick off the city’s 250th
anniversary celebration.
The city promised a 20-minute
show but folks who stayed past
what appeared to be the final
climax were treated to another
15 minutes or so of continued
pyrotechnics. Then on the Fourth,
the 22nd annual Elizabeth
Independence Day parade (below)
kicked off with Lee and Carlson
Willyard of Clement Avenue as
parade marshals. The annual event,
sponsored by Hardin and Linda
Minor of Clement Avenue, features
a short parade followed by patriotic
readings and hotdogs in the
Minors’ backyard. Fireworks photo
by John McBride, parade photo
by Byron Baldwin.

—Vicki Morton and Dwight
Bailey, 2215 Vail Ave.
—Danielle Kleinrichert and
Guillermo Villar, 515 Pecan Ave.
—Mary and Tommy Franklin,
512 Pecan Ave.

—Lucinda Lucas,
704 Clement Ave.
—Kathy and Rod Spence,
407 Louise Ave.

—Steven and Jessica Grier,
—A restored 1918 boarding
house that had to be moved to its 610 Mattie Rose Ln.
THE PEOPLE PAGES
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—Carter and Raj Natarajan,
701 Oakland Ave.

the 100 year anniversary of
its home at 1800 East 7th St.
this year. They will host the
homeowners’ thank you dinner
after the tour.

invited to carve a pumpkin for
free to put on the wall. Feel
free to invite friends outside
the neighborhood to bring a
pumpkin or stop by to see the
wall and take pictures.

A: In my spare time: I enjoy
—Pumpkin removal/disposal:
One to two hours, four volunteers spending time with my family,
I coach youth basketball, I write
needed.
—Wall disassembly and storage: emails to Elizabeth about cordcutting, I enjoy traveling to new
Three to four hours,
places, eating interesting and
10 volunteers needed.
delicious food and drink and I
The pumpkin wall has been
If you’re interested in more
participate in various outdoor
a great neighborhood tradition
information or would like to
adventures when time allows.
since 2004 when it began
volunteer to help bring the
privately at 537 Lamar Ave. by
Pumpkin Wall to life, please email Q: Tell us about your family.
a “quiet group of neighborhood John Short at jwesleyshort@
A: My amazing wife’s name is
handy-persons” nicknamed the
gmail.com.
Melissa, and we have two boys,
Woodpeckers. In 2008, the wall
Graham, 9, and Gabriel, 6.
received national attention when Meet ECA board volunteer
Q: How long have you lived in
West Bryant
it was featured in Wall Street
Elizabeth?
Journal’s “Pictures of the Day.”

cottinghamchalk.com) with
questions or to sponsor
the event. Melissa Bryant
In addition, the generosity
(melissa.l.bryant@gmail.com)
of our local business sponsors
is the volunteer coordinator.
makes this event possible.
Please reach out to her to sign
Title sponsor for the tour is
Tickets for the home tour may up for a shift: you’ll receive a
Grandfather Homes, whose
be purchased for $25 at Royal
complimentary tour ticket when
new development, the Towers
Gardens on East 7th Street
you volunteer for 3 hours. We
at Mattie Rose, is tucked away
starting Oct. 1 or online through look forward to seeing everyone
off of Beaumont Avenue and
the Elizabeth Community
at the 2018 Elizabeth Home and
East 7th Street. At press time,
website. ECA members will
Garden Tour!
Banister Homes, Myron Greer,
receive a $5 discount on tickets.
the Furniture Connector, the Fig To help tour attendees move
Get ready for the 14th
Tree restaurant and Daily Mews easily about the neighborhood,
annual Great Elizabeth
Cat Cafe are Platinum sponsors. Limebikes and Bird scooters
Pumpkin Wall
Our Gold sponsors are Harkey will be stationed at St. Martin’s
by John Short
Tile and Stone, EG Real Estate
Episcopal Church. Free parking
Consultants, Hawthorne’s New
and restrooms are available
The tradition of the Great
York Pizza and Bar, Allergy
there as well. Charlotte Council Elizabeth Pumpkin Wall will
Asthma and Immunology Relief
of Garden Clubs, located at the
continue in 2018 with its 14th
of Charlotte and Jack’s House.
historic Betty Little House, 1820 annual celebration.
East 7th St., will also be a tour
Silver sponsor is Freeman
Mark your calendar for
stop with public restroom access.
Landscape Architecture.
this year’s carving party the
A special thank you to Cajun
Please contact the home
afternoon of Oct. 27 when
Queen restaurant, celebrating
tour chair, Laina Kafiti (lkafiti@ all Elizabeth residents are

To make the wall a reality
requires a number of volunteers.
Below are the volunteer roles,
the time commitment and the
number of volunteers that we
need for each task. If you haven’t
volunteered for an Elizabeth
neighborhood event before,
the Pumpkin Wall is a great way
to pitch in, be a part of a great
Charlotte tradition and meet
some of your neighbors!
www.elizabethcommunity.com
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A: We have lived in Elizabeth
since 2009.

We are still scouting locations
for this year’s iteration of the wall
and once it has been determined
we will provide the location
through the Elizabeth Families
email group.

—Wall assembly: Three to four
hours, 10 volunteers needed.
—Pumpkin delivery and
unloading: One to two hours,
four volunteers needed.
—Carving party volunteers:
Three to four hours, four
volunteers needed.

Q: From where did you move?
A: We lived in Seattle
immediately prior to our
move to Charlotte, but I’m a
Wilmington, NC, native and
both Melissa and I graduated
from NC State.
Go Wolfpack!
Q: Why Elizabeth?

Editor’s note: West Bryant
recently became communications
chair for the Elizabeth Community
Association. We asked him to tell us
a little about himself.
Q: What do you do for a living?
A: I work for Google selling
Google Cloud services to
businesses in North and South
Carolina.
Q: What do you do in your
spare time?

A: We lived in the city when
we moved to Seattle and loved
it, so we were looking for a
close-in community when we
moved back to North Carolina.
We initially rented a place on
Greenway and we quickly grew
to love the Elizabeth community
and bought a home here about
six months later. The awesome
neighborhood events and social
gatherings definitely were a
big plus for us getting to know
people here. Our neighbors
were (and still are) amazing.
THE PEOPLE PAGES
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minimum of six feet from the
ground, and preferably near
the front porch or back deck.
Summer’s heat can turn the
sweet water to vinegar quickly,
Yard Yak: Big buzz
so feeders are rinsed and refilled
at Minor Manor
with fresh food weekly. With a
by Kay Minor
flattened, forked tongue that’s
actually feathered a bit on the
“Look,” I whispered softly.
end, hummingbirds maximize
“There’s a hummer.” Scanning
every mouthful. Then get ready
8th Street, my front-porch friend for the show. It can be epic.
searched for a Humvee. Silently
Male and female hummers
directing his attention towards
guard chosen feeding stations
the red hummingbird feeder, eye
with a Goliath-sized gusto.
level and two feet from his nose,
Standing their ground can look
we both chuckled. The vertical
like a dance but often develops
strings of sugar water bubbling
into a sword fight of tiny beaks
upwards, quenching a tiny, but
plus full-on verbal onslaught.
relentless thirst.
No wonder the bitty creatures
On cue this year, like every
eat multiple times their weight
year before, the ruby throated
hummingbirds returned to feed
Your yard needn’t be a certified
wildlife habitat, as the yard
and nest at Minor Manor. The
next door to Minor Manor is, to
red hourglass shaped feeders
successfully attract hummingbirds.
were fetched from storage,
then cleaned and filled with the
mixture most compatible for
a hummer’s needs: Four parts
water to one part sugar. Of
course, true nectar from nature’s
tubular flowers are best, but
habitat loss plus abundant birds
necessitate assistance. While
the delivery may come in a small
package, the payoff is huge.

The architectural design
process is underway and over
the coming months community
meetings will also be scheduled.
This renovation is particularly
important to me as the former
vice chair of the CharlotteMecklenburg Historic Landmarks Commission. The stadium
was built in 1936 and hosted
many significant visitors, including President Franklin Roosevelt,
and countless notable events
such as the Shrine Bowl. I am
excited that this partnership
between the city and county will
restore one of Elizabeth’s most
important assets to the condition it deserves and make it
something the community can
once again enjoy.
Bonds: In addition to
these specific projects, council
recently approved a budget that
prioritized affordable housing,
neighborhood improvements
(particularly around pedestrian/
bicycle safety), environmental
sustainability and community
safety. We also approved
bonds for the November ballot
including a $50 million dollar
affordable housing bond –
more than triple the amount of
previous bond cycles. I hope you
will join me in supporting this
and all of the bonds in November
so we can continue to invest not
only in our city, but in its people.

I appreciate the opportunity
you’ve afforded me to represent
you on the Charlotte City
Council and welcome your

feedback at any time. Please
reach out with any questions,
comments or concerns: Larken.
Egleston@CharlotteNC.gov.

photo: Kay Minor

Elizabeth is an oasis of calm right out to me and I will continue to
do my best to address the issues.
next to Charlotte with access
to all sorts of cool things within
Little Sugar Creek
walking distance. What’s not to
Greenway/Cross Charlotte
like?
Trail (XCLT): The City of
Charlotte
is partnering with
From city council:
Mecklenburg
County to create a
Updates on projects that
30-plus
mile
trail
and greenway
affect Elizabeth
that will stretch from Pineville
by Larken Egleston
through center city and on to the
UNC Charlotte campus and the
I hope everyone has had a
Cabarrus County line.
wonderful first half of 2018.
My first seven months on city
The city (in partnership with
council have been busy and
the county) expects to complete
I want to provide the folks of
the 20-mile segment from NoDa
Elizabeth with an update on
to Ballantyne within four years.
several ongoing projects that
This segment will include an
impact your neighborhood.
interim crossing over US 74
(Independence Boulevard) using
CityLYNX Gold Line: The
the Central Avenue bridge. The
second phase of the streetcar
city recently resubmitted an apis targeting a completion date
plication for federal funding to
of August 2020, but neighbors
implement a standalone bridge
in Elizabeth (especially my
project over US 74 to connect
friends on Hawthorne) will be
the XCLT from 7th Street to
glad to know the completion
10th Street and beyond. This
of the Hawthorne Lane bridge
connection is critical for many
over Independence Boulevard
is scheduled to be completed in of the neighborhoods in District
1, including Elizabeth, to be able
March 2019.
to maximize the city’s greenway
I have met with and spoken
network.
to many of you who live near the
Gold Line construction sites and
Memorial Stadium
I know how much frustration
renovation: The renovation
and inconvenience it has caused. of the American Legion
While I realize some of the
Memorial Stadium is forecast
challenges with the construction for completion in spring of
of this project will remain, I hope 2021. The budget for the
you have seen an improvement
renovation includes $32
in the area over the last couple of million from Mecklenburg
months. If old problems reappear County and up to $3 million
or new problems arise with any of from the city for synthetic turf,
the contractors on this worksite, which will allow for more usable
please do not hesitate to reach
days at the facility.

It is true that anything red
will catch a hummingbird’s
eye, but flowers are ideal. If
shade dominates your garden,
you’ll sight more hummers with
strategically placed feeders full
of sugared water. Mine hang
in the shady canopy of trees, a

in one day, which by the way, is
about equal to a nickel. Speeds
of 25 to 30 miles per hour are
common during courtship
rituals. Females choose nesting
sites and build an amazingly soft
and completely camouflaged
two-inch nest made from plant
debris, recycled spider webs
and lichen. Jelly bean-sized eggs
nestle within a layer of thistle
or dandelion down. Research is
proving that baby hummers often
return to the same area where
hatched. Home tweet home…
My neighbors next door enjoy
watching the hummingbirds as
well. When I poured their son a
tall glass of cold water to drink
while bird watching, I discovered
that like me, they too keep a
full jug of sweet water in the
fridge through the summer for
quick refills. “It tastes just like
lemonade without the lemons,”
declared 4-year-old Hayden.
Fall migration for ruby throats
begins in September. Keep
your feeders full. Hummers
need to fatten up for the long
trek to Central America. Some
will choose to fly over the Gulf
of Mexico, a 20-hour nonstop
flight to the Rain Forests that
are home for hummingbirds.
Declining forests equal declining
numbers of birds.
Best strategies for helping
our hummers are listed on most
reputable bird websites. The
timing of feeding is important as
well as offering fresh, clean food
in feeders free of black mold.
THE PEOPLE PAGES
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A page from the scrapbook of Capt. N. Hardin Massie
Photo by Hardin Minor
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letters courtesy Hardin Minor

Endowment for the Southern
Plant flowers. Go pesticide
free. And lastly, please keep your Historic Collection of the
pets of feline persuasion indoors. Wilson Library at UNC-Chapel
Hill, my family donated these
House cats kill at minimum
letters along with Capt. Massie’s
1 million birds a year. Feral cats
WWI scrapbook. As I made the
kill far more. Place your feeders
deep dive into these letters (real
high enough to thwart pouncing
ink, real pen, actual paper!), I
prey. Something so small, yet so
hit on the notion of developing
enchanting can lift our spirits in
a dramatic reading of these
an instant. Worth the investment
extraordinary documents.
far beyond the effort for sure.
The response from my first
Cache of WWI letters
theatrical sharing recently was
provides details of
so positive that I’ve decided to
history, inspires Clement further develop “Letters from
Avenue family
the Trenches: Dear Kit” into a
by Hardin Minor
one-man performance piece. I
hope to present it in a variety of
venues leading up to the actual
Nov. 11, 2018 will mark
celebration/remembrance of
the 100th anniversary of the
signing of the armistice ending the “11th hour of the 11th day
of the 11th month” of 1918.
World War I. Within the last
I will post details on the ECA
year, I discovered 183 letters
website in the coming days if
written to my grandmother
you are interested in attending.
Kathreen McConnell Tucker
from my grandfather, Capt. N.
One of the revelations that
Hardin Massie, from 1917 to
came from the Wilson library
1919, chronicling his service
staff was not only how vital
leading the 51st Company
our donations are to their
of U.S. Marines as part of the
archives but how these gifts
American Expeditionary Force might inspire others to do the
(AEF) in France.
same. Does your basement or
In addition to providing
moving eye witness accounts
of the frontline action, these
letters follow the evolving
friendship and love that would
result in their postwar marriage
and the birth of my mom, Kassie
Massie Minor (formerly of 704
Clement Ave.).
As part of the newly
established W.T. Minor Jr.

are in a controlled archival
environment to be preserved
forever. The conservation
specialists are already in the
process of repairing the pages
of the scrapbook. Perhaps most
importantly, these materials are
now online for all to explore or
use in research.
All of our family feels good
about this donation. We want
to thank our boys Massie and
Tucker for their initiative in
starting this process. One final
point of consideration: we
had an archival professional
appraise the value of these
original materials and were
delighted to learn of the tax
deduction value of this kind of
contribution.
So folks, dig in and see what
you can find. It’s quite an
adventure. Be on the lookout
for a notice announcing my
performance piece. As of
publication deadline, I’m not yet
sure of the venue. And here’s to
all our men and women who have
served our country.

attic contain historical artifacts
and/or documents that are
deteriorating as you read this?
When I opened granddaddy’s
footlocker in the basement,
the roaches scattered from
the carefully bound stacks of
letters (they were searching for
the envelope glue)! The letters,
however, were in near-perfect
condition. Now these keepsakes
THE PEOPLE PAGES
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Time to think about
planting trees in
Elizabeth
by Ric Solow
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contain the gravel or fine them
for non-compliance.
Charlotte is growing rapidly
and the city needs to be held
accountable for providing
services that keep up with the
city’s growth. If we don’t report
tall grass, litter, graffiti, potholes,
broken pavement, sunken
manhole covers, upheaved
sidewalks, knocked over signs,
etc., then they will remain and
our city will look in shambles.
I choose to be pro-active and
hope you will be, too. Reporting
will also justify the city’s need to
increase manpower in certain
departments to accommodate
our service requests. So, the next
time you see a sign down or a
pothole, report it to 311!

This pothole at Osborne and 5th was filled after a call to Charlotte 311.

photo: Kris Solow

on private property. But none
department. You then get a
of these trees would have been
confirmation number so you can
planted without the commitment call back for updates if you wish.
and financial investment of
You may have heard rumors
residents such as yourselves.
that requests called in to 311
You may have noticed over
So as the 2018/2019
are sometimes not filled. This
the past several months and
planting season approaches,
has happened to me, but calling
years a strange phenomenon
it’s time to start thinking about
back and asking for a status
in the skies immediately above
participating in this year’s tree
update helps move things along.
our neighborhood. Spaces once planting program. The various
I have reported many cases
occupied by the lush, verdant
ways to be part of this “paying it recently and to my amazement
canopies of our magnificent trees forward” effort include buying
and delight, four got done
have been replaced by open skies a tree for your yard or business,
within a two-week period: The
and intense sunlight.
requesting a tree from the city
rough, wavy pavement at the
for the right-of-way in front of
The dappled shade of treeintersection of Hawthorne and
your property or if your yard is
lined streets that attracted so
East 5th streets; the pothole on
many of us to this neighborhood full, donating a tree to be planted East 5th between Hawthorne
in another open space.
and city are disappearing
and Caswell; the almost pothole/
at an alarming rate. Age,
Be on the lookout for
broken pavement at the stop
disease, neglect and careless
information about the ECA Tree sign on Osborne at East 5th;
development practices are
Program in the months ahead.
and the sunken manhole/
taking a tremendous toll on
If you’d like more information
pothole on Pecan in front of
our urban forest. The City
about the program or to be
Foard Construction. When I see
of Charlotte’s Landscape
on the list for a tree this year
a condition, I call right away and
Management Department has
contact Paul Freeman at paul@
report it.
been diligent in trying to keep
freemanlandscapearchitecture.
When reporting to 311,
their tree replacement program com, Ric Solow at ric@
the operator will ask what
on pace with the rate of loss
solowdesigngroup.com, or Kris
we have experienced, but it
Solow at kjsolow@gmail.com. In the severity of your request is
and whether it is a hazard or
clearly takes more. Programs
the meantime, go hug a tree.
safety issue. The more severe
like TreesCharlotte along
See
something?
the request the quicker it is
with various neighborhood
Say
something:
Call
addressed. Be very specific
initiatives are supporting and
Charlotte
311
in reporting, giving street
complimenting the city’s efforts.
by Kris Solow
block numbers and the closest
The Elizabeth Community
intersection.For example:
Association started its own tree
Construction gravel on 100 N.
Having worked for the city
replacement program in 2006
Dotger Ave. at the intersection
for 20 years, I can tell you that
and in the ensuing years has
with 2400 Randolph Road at the
things have changed regarding
been responsible for planting
Draper development project is
service requests. Back in the
more than 300 trees in our
creating a driving hazard where
day I could call a department
neighborhood.
and put in a request. Today, the vehicles skirt the gravel. I have
Some trees have been planted protocol is to call 311 and your called this one in twice and asked
request is directed to the correct that they tell the developer to
in the city right of way, others
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Ads and stories for the Winter issue must be submitted by Nov. 5.

Quarter page: 3.205” wide by 3.715” tall
(641 x 743 pixels) $80 per issue or 4 for $280
Half horizontal: 6.53” wide by 3.715” tall
(1306 x 743 pixels) $160 per issue or 4 for $560
Half vertical: 3.205” wide by 7.53” tall
(641 x 1506 pixels) $160 per issue or 4 for $560
Full page: 6.53” wide by 7.53” tall (1306 x 1506
pixels) $320 per issue or 4 for $1120
Prepare ad as a black and white jpg or pdf at 200 dpi.
Our standard 4 point inner border will be applied to
your ad, so please plan your layout accordingly.

Send story ideas to John McBride (john.f.mcb@gmail.com) and ads to Rob Hall (rob@pridemoremail.com).
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